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O'Keefe Range Lands are for sale

Chief and Council pursued the purchase of 2,310 acres of land adjacent to IR#1 and
Figure 2: Subject Property
they want your opinion
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Recently, OKIB Chief and Council settled on a purchase
agreement to acquire 2,310 acres of land between
OKIB IR#1 and the City of Vernon for a price of $26.8
million. Over the next 3 months the community will
have the opportunity to learn about the land, the
purchase agreement and ultimately vote on whether
the community should proceed with the purchase. If the
community votes against purchasing the land, OKIB will
be refunded all deposits.

OKIB IR #1
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8: Agricultural
Land8-page
Reserve
read the

information package in this
Subject Area
edition of Senk'lip News. You will findAgricultural
a detailed
FAQ,
Land Reserve
maps, useful links and important upcoming dates inside.
The first engagement session will be held December 7.
Check inside for details and the Zoom link.

Red - O'Keefe Lands; Yellow - IR1
ALR

Red - O'Keefe Lands; Green - ALR; Yellow - City
of Vernon

Contact the OKIB Nurses
250-241-7595

Access member-only
content @ www.okib.ca

O'Keefe Lands Consultation Meeting by Zoom
Tuesday, December 7 starting at 6 p.m.
There will be a brief introduction of the proposal
and then Members are welcome to ask any
question and provide comments.
Please read the special insert located in this
edition of Senk'lip News for information about the
proposed purchase You can also see additional
maps an dphotos and videos on the OKIB website
at https://okib.ca/departments/administration/
okeefe-range-lands
Scan the QR code at right on December 7 at 6 pm
to join the meeting or enter the Zoom information
into your browser:

https://us06web.zoom.us/j/86914608806?pwd=b
HpwMjRoV2d3endjZlhWeFd3aHk1dz09
Meeting ID: 869 1460 8806 Passcode: 581724

OKIB flag raised at Vernon school board office as district
plans more Indigenous learning
by Darren Handschuh
Calling it an historic event, School District 22’s
superintendent says raising the Okanagan Indian
Band flag at the SD 22 office is only the beginning.
“This is a huge occasion, a historic day in our
community,” Dr. Christine Perkins said during a
ceremony Tuesday.
“This is a turning point in history. It’s symbolic
of our relationship and where we want to be
together. We want to move forward in a very
positive way.”
Perkins said the district wants to make sure “we
are doing the right thing” by each other and all of
the Indigenous students in the district.
And there is more to come.

“another good step” between the band and
district.
“We need the school district to turn that corner
when it comes to teaching our history in schools,”
he said.
There is some First Nation history being taught in
schools, but Louis said “that is just kind of a small
history of what we want to teach and share.”
Louis said the more Indigenous history that
is shared, the better the relationship will be
between the band and city.
“When it comes to changing how people look
at First Nations and understanding some of the
hardships that they went through with residential
schools, this might enlighten them,” said Louis.

“Tons more to come,” said Perkins. “Lots of
learning about land, culture, history, law – all sorts “The important thing is to get started, because
once you get started you can actually turn that
of great things to come.”
corner and start making a difference.”
OKIB Coun. Allan Louis said the flag raising was
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Take the OKIB Website survey today
OKIB is in the early stages of developing a new
website and we want to hear your thoughts about
the current website.
Please scan the QR code or go to the web address
below and answer the brief survey.
We want to hear your ideas about the features
and information that would encourage you to visit
the website more often.

December 2021

As a thank-you, you
can enter into a weekly
draw for a $50 gift card.
This is optional and your
survey responses will
remain anonymous if
you do not complete
this portion.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/OKIBweb
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Stories Forum 1:
CAPTIKʷL AS OUR TEACHER
ʷl Stories Forums this
ʷl forums are held
Syilx captikʷl on the

Okanagan Nation Alliance will be hosting several captik

year, in partnership with the En'owkin Centre. The captik
for feedback and community engagement in examining
Syilx Way of Living, how lessons from the captik

ʷl

connect with our modern

way of living, and how to integrate Syilx values and principles within captik

ʷl

in Policy & Planning.

FORUM 1:
DECEMBER 15, 2021
Topic: What is Syilx Wellness?
This session will feature open dialogue for feedback and community engagement in
examining Syilx captikʷl to determine What is Syilx Wellness? The Okanagan Nation
Alliance will be partnering with UBCO for the afternoon discussions to examine how
lessons from the captikʷl l connects with our modern way of living in relation to wellness
for Syilx peoples. We will also determine how to integrate Syilx values and principles
within captikʷl for research in partnership with UBCO.
Stories Forum 1 will be hosted as a virtual event via Zoom.
OPEN TO SYILX OKANAGAN NATION MEMBERS
In Partnership with:

www.okanagannation.com
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For more information contact:
Taylor Carpenter, Events Planner
tcarpenter@syilx.org
250 707 0095 ext. 233
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Fire recovery continues

Recovery Team continues to assist affected members
Here are the important November updates
from the OKIB Recovery Team. The focus of the
OKIB Recovery Team over the past month has
been to focus on identifying and implementing
resources for our Recovery Team’s long term plan,
while addressing the short term needs of our
community
In this communication update, we will cover these
important updates from the different areas of the
recovery project, including:
• Recovery phase (short and long term)
• Freezers
• Reimbursements
• Housing
• Environment
• Emergency Support Services
Recovery Phase
‘What does the Recovery Phase mean?’ The
Recovery Phase is the next progressive step after
the Emergency Phase, and focuses on the short
term (up to 1 year) and long term initiatives (over
1 year) to support the people of the community,
improve and replace damaged infrastructure,
environmental assessments and future planning,
and the planning and rebuilding of homes.
Short-term recovery encompasses food and
shelter needs, identifying issues such as
renovations required, danger tree assessments
and removal, and clean up of damaged vehicles
and other materials. The goal of the short term is
to work towards having basic needs met such as
safety, housing, and food, while planning for the
long-term future of the people, the land and the
economy of the OKIB.
Long-term recovery is a larger initiative that
includes rebuilding homes, re-establishing
community and culture, environmental

planning and rehabilitation efforts for long-term
sustainability. The planning for the long-term
recovery efforts have already started. This phase
is resource intensive with many projects and
initiatives. The recovery phases are different for
each community as the affects of a wildfire have
different impacts, the planning has to identify and
address these impacts.
Freezer Replacement Update
The OKIB Recovery Team is currently sourcing
freezers from a supplier. Once a supplier has been
chosen, approval will be required by Indigenous
Services Canada (ISC) to proceed with the order.
Lastly, the order will be placed and a member
of the Recovery Team will call individuals with
details on dates and times for the freezers being
delivered.
Reimbursements
To be eligibility for fridge or freezer
reimbursements at a rate of $800 for a fridge and
$500 for a freezer you must:
• Be a band member;
• Been evacuated during the wildfire;
• On-reserve and had appliances picked up
by RAM environmental in September; and
• An uninsured household.
If you have purchased your fridge or freezer and
require a reimbursement:
• Forms will be available to download on the
OKIB website
• Forms will be available in the Recovery
Center located at Council Chambers
(12420 Westside Road)
• A receipt MUST be submitted to qualify for
reimbursement
• Drop off your form and receipt at the
Council Chambers 12420 Westside Road.
Continued on page 6

December 2021
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Continued from page 5
Housing Update
The site clean ups are underway and burnt
cars, vehicles and debris will soon be removed.
Mini-homes for evacuees are currently under
construction, Wayne Bonneau has allowed the
contractors to use his property as a staging area,
we are very grateful to be able to his property as
a resource. When the mini-homes are complete,
they will be moved to the designated sites.
The Housing Team is in the preparation stages
of planning for the rebuilding of homes, this
process will be done in consultation with the
homeowners.
Environmental Update
The recovery team is pursuing funding from
Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) to have a
hydrological and stability assessment done of the
burned slopes on the reserve from Newport Creek
to Irish Creek. The assessment and any work that
is identified as a requirement as a result of the
assessment is identified as a high priority.
Danger Tree Assessments
The danger tree assessments are complete, and
notices will be going out to CP parcel holders on
what trees are recommended for removal from
their properties and asking if they’d like it done for
them or if they will do it themselves.
• If a CP holders wishes to do the work
themselves, that is possible, they will
be responsible for all associated costs
including hiring contractors and for
completing the ISC timber permit prior to
removal. The CP holder will be entitled to
any revenue from the tree removal sales
after their expenses, including stumpage,
are paid.
• If CP holders would like the recovery
team’s assistance, the trees will be
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removed and transported to a central
processing area where they’ll be decked,
sorted and sent to market (if applicable),
cut for firewood or ground for biomass
or otherwise disposed of. Any revenue
created will be provided to the Band after
all costs not covered by ISC are paid.
Emergency Support Services
The responsibility of the Emergency Support
Services (ESS) is now transitioning from
Emergency Management BC (EMBC) to the OKIB
Recovery Team.
We are working with suppliers/vendors to make
the transition as smooth as possible. A package
has been sent out to all the vendors and suppliers
to inform them of the new process and provide
a sample of the OKIB Referral Forms, The OKIB
Recovery Team officially takes over the ESS on
December 1st, 2021. Thank you to the EMBC for
supporting us during this time.
Food Replacement Program
We are still taking applications for the Food
Replacement Program. To be eligible you must:
• Be a band member;
• Living on OKIB IR#1 during the wildfire
• Been evacuated during the wildfire;
• An uninsured household.
Recovery Team Contact info
Phone: 236-600-0159
Email: Recoverymanager@okanagan.org
Located at Council Chamber 12420 Westside Road
Please note, COVID-19 procedures are in place,
you must wear a mask, hand sanitizer, sign-in at
the door. Appointmentsare appreciated as the
capacity in Council Chambers is limited.
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Register online at : https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdgNusG23HZCW-5ts9C
VAkLsVKZyPPfrScoXPexpapwpUUJlQ/viewform

Band Council meeting schedule
OKIB Chief and Council have four meetings per
month on each Monday. The first and third
meetings would be to conduct Council business,
the second Monday would serve as a membership
forum, and the final meeting for the month be a
meeting to hear updates from Directors and serve
as a Committee of the Whole. In months where
there are five Mondays, we will conduct a fifth
meeting.
•

1st Monday from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.
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•

2nd Monday from 6 to 9 p.m. (Membership
Forum). Membership submissions to the
Agenda must be submitted to the Council
Secretary no later than Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.
prior to the Monday Membership Forum
meeting.

•

3rd Monday from 9 to 12 p.m.

•

4th Monday Council Committee from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m.

•

5th Monday of a month from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.
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Phastcat Industries recognized for their
contribution to OKIB’s fire recovery
The Okanagan Indian Band (OKIB) recognized
the generosity of Phastcat Industries from Red
Deer, which has aided OKIB by providing a
substantial discount valued at $150,000 on the
purchase of seven mini-homes. The discount
represents a savings of 50 per cent off the
regular price.

reaction from all suppliers at times like these.
Many people reach out to us after disasters
looking for affordable housing. We have
the technology to provide quality custom
lamination, a step up from basic drywall or
paneling, which you don’t normally get on the
economy-level models.”

We want to give a big limlemt (thank you) to
Phastcat Industries for providing us a generous
discount at a very difficult time. This kind
gesture will help us provide interim housing
to members who have been displaced by the
White Rock Lake wildfire; allowing them to
return to our community while their homes are
being rebuilt.

The mini-homes are being constructed on the
land of band member Wayne Bonneau. The
homes can easily be moved to other locations
as needed, so as people return to their newly
constructed homes, the mini-homes can be
added to OKIBs housing inventory. When
thanked for allowing his land to be used
as the staging area for construction, Mr.
Bonneau, who also lost his own home in the
fire, stated: “We are all in this together.”

These self-contained mini-homes are fully
insulated and are suitable for use through all
4-seasons. The plan for these units is to equip
them with a stackable washer/dryer, fridge,
and stove. Indigenous Services Canada (ISC)
is in support of OKIB’s recovery efforts due to
the devastation of the 2021 White Rock Lake
wildfire.
“We want to help,” said Phastcat president
Mike Dell. “And we want this to be a natural

Jason Finlayson is the regional manager for
Phastcat overseeing his construction crew,
and Michael Stahl brought his crew from Stahl
Storage. Together the crews are framing at a
rate of two homes per day.
To read more about Phastcat Industries and to
see some of their innovative housing options,
check out https://phastcat.ca

OKIB’s Recovery Manager
Jenelle Brewer (left)
inspects a new mini-home
with Chief Byron Louis
(centre) and Phastcat
Industries president Mike
Dell (right).The mini-homes
will soon be ready for
families to move into as
an interim measure, to get
them back on the reserve
until they can move into
their new homes.
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Frequently asked questions
Recently, OKIB Chief and Council have settled on a purchase agreement to acquire
2,310 acres of land between OKIB IR#1 and the City of Vernon for a price of $26.8
million. Over the next 3 months the community will have the opportunity to learn
about the land, the purchase agreement and ultimately vote on whether the
community should proceed with the purchase. If the community votes against
purchasing the land, OKIB will be refunded all deposits.

What has been the process of the purchase agreement?
When OKIB learned about the O’Keefe range land being put up for sale in the fall of 2020, Council had a
discussion about the possibility of securing the land and instructed OKIB administration to begin discussion
with the O’Keefe’s representative. Once discussions began, OKIB hired an independent appraiser to value
the land. After going back and forth, a purchase agreement was agreed upon which gives OKIB 90 days
to get community consent and then another six months to obtain financing to close the deal.
What did the appraisal report find?
The appraisal report confirmed the asking price that the O’Keefe’s had established based on
recent market comparables. The asking price was $28.8 million and the appraisal report came back in
February of 2021 with a valuation of $25.4 million.
With the sudden increase of real estate prices in the North Okanagan this spring the appraiser supported
a higher valuation.
What are the details of the land?
The land is made of 20 separate parcels and covers 2,310 acres of land between IR#1 and the City of
Vernon. All of the land is in the City of Vernon boundaries and some of it has be approved for
development in Vernon’s Official Community Plan. Only 19 acres of the property is in the ALR. There is
the potential to add this land to the reserve quite easily as there are few encumbrances on the land
(much different than Beau Park).

2,310 ACRES
20 PARCELS
10

$26.8
MILLION

LOCATED BETWEEN
VERNON AND IR1
Senk’lip News

Are there unexploded ordnance (UXO) on this land?
Likely yes. Although no wide area assessments have been undertaken on the property, we assume
that there are UXO’s found near the top of the property and would require clearance in the future.
The appraisal and price reflects the potential of UXO’s. Work will be done to get Canada to help
provide funding to clear the land in the future.
What are the steps in the purchase agreement (what happens next)?
OKIB has 90 days to do due diligence on the property and obtain community consent. Council has
decided to hold a community-wide vote in mid-January to get a better sense of how the community
would like to proceed.
What if the community votes in favour of the purchase agreement?
If a positive vote is obtained, OKIB will then have 6 months to determine how it is going to pay for
the property.
What if the community votes against the purchase agreement?
The current down payment of $30,000 will be fully refunded.

Key Dates
TUESDAY,
DECEMBER 7
2021
Community
Forum
via
Zoom

December 2021

EARLY
JANUARY
2022
In-person
community
engagement
sessions

FOURTH WEEK
OF JANUARY
2022
Community
Vote

END OF
JULY
2022
OKIB must
come up with
$26.8 million to
close the deal
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How will OKIB come up with $26.8 million to purchase the property?
OKIB explored a number of options of how to pay for the property including borrowing the money,
using some Canada Trust funds, and developing the land quickly to cover the costs. At this time
there are two options:
Option A: will be to get Canada to make a down-payment on the Colonial claim and purchase
this land for OKIB. This acreage encompasses part of the land that makes up the Colonial
Claim. While OKIB and Canada are getting closer to final settlement, the timing of that is still
uncertain. With the final settlement set to be much higher than the purchase price, it makes
perfect sense for Canada to ensure we don’t loose the opportunity to obtain this land parcel
while it is still available. This parcel represents the largest tract of land close to or adjacent to
reserve that OKIB has the opportunity to obtain.
Option B: will be to finance the purchase of the land with a commercial bank and then quickly
develop a portion of it to pay the costs of purchasing it. This option is not as ideal as it means
paying interest to the bank, taking away funds that could be spent on programs and services.
What if OKIB cannot convince Canada to pay for this land and decides against borrowing the money?
If we cannot come to agreement with Canada on purchasing this land and decide against bank
financing, OKIB can decide walk away from the deal and we will get all our deposit money back in full.
OKIB administration will update the membership regularly with these negotiations and ensure the
membership is informed of all steps.
Does Chief and Council support this purchase?
Yes. Returning the land back to its original owners makes good sense now, and will certainly prove to
be a wise investment in the future. Chief and Council support the initiative; however, they want to
know your opinion.
“I believe it is our duty to return this land to the original owners,” says Chief Byron Louis. “The land
is adjacent to our border and it will be sold to someone. Opportunities to expand the reserve do not
come around often and we are in a good position to act. For posterity, we need to add these 2,310
acres back to the reserve.”

4
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Property Description
This incredible property consists of 2,310 acres of land located within the city
limits of Vernon and only 10 minutes from the City's downtown core. The lands
include 315 acres designated in a neighbourhood plan as medium-term residential
development in the East Bella Vista Neighbourhood Plan. An excellent long-term
hold within one of the Okanagan's most livable communities with the 20 separate
land titles ranging in size from 1.15 to 164 acres.
Location
The twenty legally separate parcels are fully located within City of Vernon limits, in an area referred to
as Bella Vista.
In general, the subject's northerly and majority of the westerly boundaries adjoin the boundaries
of the Okanagan Indian Reserve No. 1 while the bulk of the easterly and southerly boundaries are
adjacent to the City of Vernon’s recreational corridor called the "Grey Canal."
Aggregate Area
+2,310.47 acres; +935.0 hectares.
Access
The subject property has access from Sierra Road and Blue Jay Road, and will have access through
both The Rise and Turtle Mountain developments.
Topography
The parcel is sloping/undulating and varies in elevation from 475 meters (1,558 feet) to 825 metres
(2,707 feet) above sea level.
Approximately 35% of the subject property is comprised of slopes exceeding 30%. An estimated 65%
of the subject property or 1,524 acres are comprised of slopes under 30% and could be considered
suitable for development.

December 2021
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Encumbrances
Notable encumbrances include:
1.

A natural gas transmission right-of-way which bisects the subject from north to south.

2.

Okanagan Valley Television Company built a road and registered a power line right-of-way
extending north from Davison Road through Parcels 7 and 8 to service the telecommunications
tower. The right-of-way is of little consequence as it could be abandoned with the provision of
alternate access and hydroelectric power which would be provided through a new development.

3.

Two mineral claims are located beneath the subject property with historical minerals. According to
the Mineral Titles, Tenure ID: 532197 (approx. 516 ha) and Tenure ID: 529203 (approx. 412 ha).
According to reports derived from the Ministry of Energy Mines and Petroleum Resources, Copper,
Gold, Silver and Lead have been identified on the subject property. These claims have not been
active nor are considered to be detrimental to the site.

4.

A lease is registered over Parcel No. 4 comprising a 1.15-acre site leased to Okanagan Valley
Television Company Ltd. which encompasses the telecommunications tower.

With the exception of financial charges, no other encumbrances are noted on the title search printouts.
6

Figure 2:

Subject Property
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N
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Summary of Salient Facts
Property Type:
2,310± acres of potential development lands historically utilized for grazing purposes.
Location:
Entirely within the City of Vernon, immediately adjoining the developed Vernon Town site.
Legal Descriptions:
Parcel

PID

Legal

Size (acres)

1

029-943-736

Lot 1, Plan EPP64158

81.54

2

029-943-752

Lot 2, Plan EPP64158

84.76

3

029-943-761

Lot 3, Plan EPP64158

82.78

4

029-943-795

Lot 4, Plan EPP64158

164.00

5

029-943-817

Lot 5, Plan EPP64158

164.00

6

029-943-744

Lot 6, Plan EPP64158

28.66

7

029-943-779

Lot 7, Plan EPP64158

159.88

8

029-943-809

Lot 8, Plan EPP64158

163.83

9

029-943-825

Lot 9, Plan EPP64158

164.00

10

029-943-833

Lot 10, Plan EPP64158

159.38

11

029-943-841

Lot 11, Plan EPP64158

159.38

12

013-454-137

S/W ¼, Sec 16, TP 8

160.00

13

013-454-170

Rem SE ¼, Sec 16, TP 8

155.30

14

029-940-656

Lot 1, Plan EPP62657

71.66

15

029-940-672

Lot 2, Plan EPP62657

78.83

16

029-940-681

Lot 3, Plan EPP62657

73.64

17

029-940-281

Lot 2, Plan EPP62222

66.22

18

029-940-290

Lot 3, Plan EPP62222

131.46

19

013-453-301

N/W ¼, Sec 4, TP 8

160.00

20

013-453-459

Lot 1, Plan A2203

1.15

Total

2,310.47

Zoning:
City of Vernon: Rural – Large Holdings.
ALR: Approximately 19± acres are located within the ALR.
OCP: Rural / Agricultural.

December 2021
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12420 Westside Road | Vernon BC V1H 2A4
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To view photos and a video of the O’Keefe Range Lands please visit our website:

okib.ca/departments/administration/okeefe-range-lands
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Cannabis Control Law review underway

Member survey available in the coming weeks to gather opinions on the CCL

On May 4, 2020 Chief and Council passed the Cannabis Control Law 2020 (the “CCL”).
Early this fall, Administration provided Chief and
Council with an update on a number of issues
with the CCL and suggested that the CCL either be
amended or repealed. Chief and Council recommended that a community survey be conducted
to discover if the CCL is meeting the community’s
wants and needs. The survey will be available to
members in the coming weeks.
The CCL applies on OKIB reserve lands and establishes a business licensing regime and dictates
how cannabis businesses must operate. The CCL
does not enable Dispensary businesses to purchase products from federally licensed growers
and so, cannabis and cannabis products sold on
OKIB reserves originate on what is referred to as
the ‘black market’.
Issues
1. Sovereignty. The CCL conflicts with s.28(1) of
the Indian Act, which says that no one other than
a Band member can legally use or occupy reserve land. Issue: it is an open question
whether a court of law would find that
the CCL’s definition of “Lease” would
trump the Indian Act.

ty found that “claims of potency for black market
products was significantly less accurate” and
“black market cannabis and CBD products were
contaminated with microbes and pesticides but
not in licensed products”. Issue: labels on black
market cannabis and cannabis products sold on
OKIB reserves may not be accurate.
4. Prevent organized crime involvement (i.e.
keeping communities safe). The provisions in the
CCL that require that a business must be at least
51% owned by an OKIB member has not been a
problem. In contrast, verifying the other 49% is
difficult when OKIB members have partnered with
a corporation. Issue: Without the time or expertise to conduct a proper investigations, Administration cannot guarantee that organized crime is
not involved.
5. Enable enforcement. Issue: OKIB’s Community
Safety Officer lacks the time, equipment and expertise to conduct investigations. Equally important is that because the CCL was not enacted under
the Indian Act it is an open question whether the
courts will hear any ‘enforcement cases’.

2. Protect children and youth (by restricting sales to anyone under the age
of 19). So far there have been no incidents that required enforcement action;
however, the reason may be related to
enforcement (see discussion in 5 below).
3. Ensure consumer health and safety
through proper labelling. Results from
a New Brunswick study on whether or
not black market cannabis products are
equivalent to licensed products with
respect to potency and health and safeDecember 2021
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Final touches on school design almost complete
New Cultural Immersion School/ nk̓maplqs iʔ snm̓ am̓ ay̓aʔtn iʔ k̓l sqilxʷtət
By Sandie Derrickson
School Design
Coordinator
250 306-4404
sdcoordinator@
okanagan.org

representation of what might be placed in this
space and other spaces throughout the school.
Once OKIB has final confirmation from ISC that
the project may move forward then their will be a
request for proposals to all Indigenous Okanagan
artists.
Cultural Immersion School Staff

Thank you to all CIS staff for taking time to assist
Iredale Architecture in making some very difficult
decisions in regards
to the classroom
space and design.
All of your input is
essential in making
the classrooms
workable for
yourselves and the
students. It is an
exciting to time to
know your opinions
and experience are
what is going to
make this school a
Spotted Lake by David Lloyd Wilson
huge success.

The final touches
to the new school
proposed design
submission to
Indgenous Serivces
Candas (ISC) are
almost complete.
To provide context
to the design OKIB
has given Iredale
Architecture
reference material
to capture our
beautiful Okanagan
community. This
includes using past
publications such as “Story of our Sqilxw Ways”
to demonstrate many of OKIB’s cultural and
traditional ways.

OKIB would like to recognize David Lloyd Wilson
as one of the artists’ works that were used in the
Iredale Proposed Design Presentation. David is an
incredible artist that deserves recognition for his
impressive pieces of art. OKIB would like to thank
David for allowing us to use his image of art to
dramatize our Okanagan community and culture.
At this point David’s painting is only a visual
18

Charitable Donations
OKIB is in the process of obtaining a Charitable
Donation status. In doing so it will give large
corporations an opportunity to donate to the
school.
If you would like to make a donation to the New
Cultural Immersion School.
Donations can be made by e-transfer to helen.
wilson@okanagan.org, cheque, Interac/credit card
at the Band Office.
Senk’lip News
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Merry Christmas from all of the staff at snc’c’amala?tn
Early Childhood Education Centre
May the warmth of the season fill your heart with love.
By Lorraine Laden, Manager
Staff
We want to extend a
welcome to Erin Brewer
who has joined our
snc’c’amala?tn staff.
Erin is a qualified and
experienced Infant/
Toddler Educator.
She also brings her
personal experience
as a parent of toddler
and we are happy to
have Ryleigh with us.
Erin has mentioned
how pleased she is
to be working in her
community and we feel
the same.
We wish Nicole Wilson
well in her new position
with OKIB as Early Years snǝqsilxw sǝxwkwulm
Coordinator. Nicole was loved by the children.
We thank her for the excellent work she did here
and for always keeping us organized. She will be
missed by everyone, but we understand she will
be coming to the centre regularly to work with us
in her new role. Congratulations Nicole!

Infant/Toddler Daycare
Way’ from the Infant Toddler Room
We want to send a warm welcome to Erin Brewer
who has joined our room; we are so excited to
have her as part of our team.

Snc’c’amala?tn Closures

A big welcome to Ryleigh and Bellamy who both
started in our program, they are doing great and
fitting right in with the group.

Closed from Monday, December 20, 2021 and
reopening Tuesday, January 4, 2022

We are excited for snow and playing in it. We go
out every morning. With this, a reminder to make
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sure children come with their snow gear, toque,
mittens, snow suits and winter boots. Please also
make sure to label your child’s belongings as we
have 16 registered children and it’s hard to keep
track of everyone’s things.
Reminder we will be closed starting December 20
and will reopen January 4.
We wish our families a wonderful holidays and a
very happy new year!
Mary, Theresa, Erin and Nancy
Head Start / 3 to 5-Year-Old Daycare
We would like to wish a happy birthday to Kaiyrae
on December 18 and we would like to welcome
Adriel to the Head Start program!
This month we look forward to doing winter arts
and crafts with the children. In circle we continue
learning songs, colours, animals and counting in
Okanagan.
With the colder weather we ask that parents
please bring your child a jacket, snowpants, boots,
hat and gloves to keep them nice and warm while
we play outside.
If parents have any questions or input about what
they would like to see please do not hesitate to
call Autumn at 250-545-3800.
Way Xast Sputa from staff – Autumn, Jessica, and
Sabrina
Preschool
Way from the spepelina room! Happy birthday to
Caelum on December 26.
In December we will spend a lot of time outside.
Please ensure your child has extra clothing and
proper outside attire. Please send everything
labelled with their name.

December 2021

We’re continuing to learn our alphabet and
practice isolating sounds that we identify in
words. We’re also learning to identify the
beginning, middle and end of stories and practice
critical thinking to determine who the story is
about and discuss the main characters.
We drum weekly. If any families have songs they
would be willing to teach us, please let us know or
post on our Facebook page.
We hope everyone has a great winter break and
we look forward to seeing you in January.
Way xast sputa!
Karla, Miranda and Jackie
Kindergarten
We have been busy in the Kindergarten classroom
so far this year. We celebrated Thanksgiving and
Halloween. We enjoyed a trip to the Pumpkin
Patch; everyone got to pick a pumpkin and take it
home to their families.
The Kindergarten students are doing very well
in learning new concepts and adapting to new
routines in the classroom. We have been exploring
the seasonal changes that Fall and Winter provide
us. We have been very busy with our daily Math
and Reading Programs; learning new letters and
sounds.
We started working on our Christmas activities
and planning for our celebration. The children get
very excited at this time of year and look forward
to seeing Santa.
The Kindergarten class would like to wish
everyone a happy and a safe Christmas!
Miss Goodman and Miss Rae
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Michael has been teaching for 17 years where he began his career in
England before moving back to Canada where he has taught in
Kamloops School District and most recently here in the SD 22. During
his career, Michael has taught Math, Robotics, Biology, Chemistry,
Physics, Earth Science and over the last year has been teaching online
at VLearn. He would like to acknowledge that we are on the territories
of the Syilx First Nation whose footsteps have marked these lands for
centuries. Michael is grateful to help be a steward of this place where
we live, work and play.
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To inspire, ignite, motivate, create, empower, excite… to “light a fire” – these
are some of the key words in Alexis’ teaching philosophy that can be taken out
of W.B. Yeats’ words. Alexis has gained consistent experience teaching both
elementary and secondary classes in the areas of resource, ELL, library, social
studies, sciences, geography, English, PE, foods, textiles and others. As a lifelong passionate learner and educator, Alexis simply wants her students to feel
confident and capable of their abilities, and with this realization be able to
reach their full potential.
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Suz Singh has been a teacher for the past 10 years. She loves working
with kids to support them in their learning and development. Suz
especially loves helping kids through reading and math challenges and
she has specialized training in these areas. She was drawn to working
as a tutor with OKIB because she enjoys working one-on-one with
students and because she believes educational support is an
important part of reconciliation. Suz is passionate about making sure
all of our kids learn to read and write, and that they get the best
possible chance of success for their future.

My name is Chelsea Kiddine and my husband and I moved to the area
with our young son three years ago. I spent five years teaching high
school math in Alberta before the move. Last year I worked as an online
educator through VLearn and this year I am a Technology Innovation
Coordinator through SD 22. I am really looking forward to supporting
student one on one.
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Contact Kevin Smeltzer School Liaison Coordinatorschool@okanagan.org for more information
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OKIB’s HRD director is now a Certified
Indigenous Human Resources Professional
Chief, Council and Administration are pleased
to announce that OKIB’s director of Human
Resources Development, Sylvia Altwasser,
has achieved the Certified Indigenous Human
Resources Professional designation from the AFOA
Canada Board of Directors.
The CIHRP was designed for individuals working
in human resource management and/or
working in a human resources capacity in or
with Indigenous communities and organizations
who have either the practical work experience
or a combination of education and practical
work experience that meet or exceed the CIHRP
competencies.
“I think it is important for our organization
and our members that staff at all levels have
the skills and the competencies to help build
an Indigenous workforce,” said Sylvia. “The
CIHRP designation is one way to ensure we stay
current.”

Sylvia successfully demonstrated that she meets
or exceeds all the CIHRP competencies based
on her completion of the CIHRP In‐Person
Program. As a CIHRP, she is required to maintain
her certification by participating in professional
development and/or volunteer activities.
Congratulations Sylvia, on becoming a Certified
Indigenous Human Resources Professional.

Please welcome our new OKIB staff
Sabrina Louis – Supported Child Development
Worker As an Okanagan Band Member, Sabrina
enjoys participating in cultural activities and volunteering in her community. Sabrina earned her high
school diploma and has experience in multi- age
child minding.

Christine Mackenzie van Kalsbeek – Certified Education Assistant Christine received her Special Education Teaching Assistant Certificate from Kwantlen
Polytechnic University. Christine has experience
with school aged children in all grades and is interested in furthering her education.

Jackie Fuhr – Supported Child Development Worker
Jackie previously held an on call contract with OKIB
and has experience working with children in small
and large group setting. Jackie has a creative talent
for organizing events and enjoys crafting.

Caleb Sellers – Lands Record Officer Caleb obtained
a Bachelors of Arts from the University of British Columbia, Kelowna with a minor in Indigenous Studies.
Caleb has experience with finance and business and
is skilled with computers.

Keiran Davis-Fraser – Groundskeeper Kieran has experience working as a restoration labourer, contractor and large scale farm labourer. Kieran is mechanically inclined, adept at fixing machinery and enjoys
working on gas engines.

David McDonald – Transportation Lead David has
over 25 years hands on work experience in Operations and Logistics. David has administered class
1,2,3 and 4 road tests and has assisted students in
developing the confidence required to become licensed, safe drivers.

December 2021
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Income Assistance Issue Dates
December 16
January 20
February 17
March 24		
April 21		
May 19		
June 23		
July 21		
August 25		

(for January)
(for February)
(for March)
(for April)
(for May)
(for June)
(for July)
(for August)
(for September)

Questions?
Contact the OKIB Social Development Assistant:
Brianna Andrews
236-599-0023
sdassist1@okanagan.org
Open Monday to Friday, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Be sure to submit all documentation with your
declaration including work search, paystubs, and
current bills.

OKIB Phone Numbers
Contact OKIB departments at these numbers:
•

Mental Health & Wellness Team
250-540-7416

•

OKIB Medical Clinic for appointments
250-503-0877

•

OKIB Nurse - 250-241-7595

•

Band Administration - 250-542-4328

•

Education - 250-542-5094

•

Health & Wellness - 250-542-5094

•

Human Resources Development
250-542-4328

•

Lands - 250-542-3444

•

Public Works & Housing - 250-542-3444

•

Territorial Stewardship Division
250-542-7132

Agreement # 40015968
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